CORPORATE PAYMENTS
DIGITALLY REBORN
Simpler, Relevant, Instant

Five focus areas for banks in recreating their corporate payments
experience—from origination to reconciliation—and winning by
helping clients solve real business problems.
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Corporates’ expectations
are driving commercial
payments change
Corporate treasurers are not just
business customers—they’re also
consumers. Their experiences of instant,
personalized, data-enriched, low cost,
convenient and secure payments services
in their private lives are shaping their
expectations in the workplace.
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With increasing activity occurring in their domestic, international
and multi-currency accounts, corporate customers are seeking
more real-time services and information from their banks,
including immediate payments, account balances and status
updates. Rather than wait weeks for the typical end-to-end
corporate payment process to run, for example, they want to shift to
instant transactions like that of a retail purchase done over a mobile
app. This is particularly true for cross-border payments where
corporates not only want speed but also the ability to track and
trace transactions, confirm receipt by the beneficiary and validate
that the payment has the right configuration—account number,
currency and so forth.

Both large and small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) customers
want simpler and automated financial operations end-to-end, from
reconciliation of purchase orders to accounts payable and customer
contracts, that work across their systems and channels efficiently.
Their aim? 24/7 tracking of every payment that supports their own
consistent end-customer experience.
Whether its SMEs connecting to Sage or Intuit or large
corporates connecting to SAP or Oracle, commercial bank
customers want streamlined and integrated business and
administrative processes that help them run more efficiently
and make better decisions. And to further compete, corporates
need to be more efficient at managing new and evolving sets of
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payments regulations, standards and schemes, including global
requirements for activities such as e-payment, sanctions compliance
and anti-money laundering.
For corporates intent on driving revenue through connected
customer interactions and platforms, like Uber and Airbnb,
a reliable, scalable, flexible and invisible payments system is
essential. They increasingly expect banking services to blend into
their processing systems to enable their strategies, make payments
a natural and frictionless part of the underlying transaction and
speed up their pace of change. It’s a practical opportunity for banks
to solve real business problems, strengthen their commercial bank
customer relationships and win in the payments space.

Innovation is expanding
payments possibilities
More established capabilities, like mobile wallets, PSD2-compliant
APIs, contactless systems and wearables, and developing trends,
such as AI, biometrics and instant cross-border transactions, have
shifted payments from being a mere functional unit to a dynamic
engine for driving differentiation, growth, innovation and more
profitable client relationships. Recent developments have increased
functionality in corporate payments solutions. Much of the focus now
is on adapting business to Open Banking and instant payments trends.
Particularly, the increasing use of open APIs is raising the integration
urgency. APIs will enable corporates to automate more of their
payments and cash management and do so from a single portal
across multiple banks. There is an opportunity for banks to publish
“branded” APIs where their brand is displayed alongside the function,
such as providing account balances. In the area, banks will need to
mitigate integration risk with resilience and security, staying in sync
with security requirements and industry standards, like ISO20022.
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The “open” era is also fuelling expansion of customer ecosystems.
AribaPay, for example, is a cloud-based business-to-business
payables solution developed by SAP and Discover® Financial
Services that streamlines corporates’ procure-to-pay process
through a retail consumer-like experience.2 Stripe offers online
payments processing for e-commerce businesses of all sizes through
its suite of payment APIs.3 HSBC Holdings Plc offers a Liquidity Funds
Portal on its HSBCnet that gives corporate clients a simple, secure,
web-based way to manage their cash position globally.4
With only 45 percent of companies fully satisfied with their
organization’s business software in regard to payments and banking5,
leading banks will respond with Open Banking and API innovation to
give corporates the payments solutions they want.

Corporates
stand to gain in
Open Banking
Figure 1. Benchmark of 20 European banking portals for corporate
cash management and trade finance
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For large and small- and medium-sized enterprise (SME) corporates,
API-driven Open Banking solutions can both improve the way they
operate/interconnect their finances and expand their ecosystems.
Thirty-five percent of the SMEs and large corporations we surveyed
recently already participate in Open Banking ecosystem platforms,
and another 42 percent plan to do so.1 Their top-two motivations:
gaining access to innovative banking services (27 percent) and
extending their market reach (22 percent).
Banks are pursuing Open Banking opportunities for corporates
under various business models. We analyzed more than 150 financial
services platforms that have emerged in Europe over the last few
years, and of them, one-third are marketplace multi-sided, one-third
are Banking-as-a-Service (BaaS) and one-third are Banking-as-aPlatform (BaaP). Even more specifically, of European bank platforms
that address cash management and trade finance, 60 percent publish
APIs via BaaP and 40 percent via BaaS (Figure 1). Nearly half of the
development of these initiatives (45 percent) draws on partnerships
with third-party providers, such as fintechs.

Where banks need to focus
Yet, emerging payments technology and commercial
payments are still falling short of what corporates
want. We see five key areas banks need to focus on
to close the remaining gap.

1 . Solve the core
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3. Enrich the
service, primarily
with data

4. Extend
the service

5. Provide a holistic,
but modular
proposition

1. Solve the core

2. Simplify access

Executing corporate payments and offering account information in
real time requires movement of processing systems from overnight
batch-only to a mix of purely transactional, scheduled transactions
and batch operations. Additionally, it means de-bundling the legacy
core and modernizing their core payments model and IT architecture.
Key components of a payments platform in the New include:

Banks can use digital technologies, like API, cloud and blockchain,
to make it easier for corporates to access their financial information
and more targeted banking products and services. It means tight,
seamless integration of payroll, payables, invoice management
and so forth. In the area of cloud-based e-invoicing, for example,
banks can offer a modular, integrated and personalized acceptance
solution that covers e-invoicing, direct debit, card/payments
acceptance (mobile, online, in app, physical, omnichannel), cash and
check trunking, request to pay and more which can be integrated
with other solutions, such as FX contract and cross-border payments.

• Core ISO20022-compliant data model with predictive analytics
• Straight-through processing with adaptive business rule processing
• Rationalized infrastructure across applications and channels
• Machine learning and smart automation to prevent or quickly react to
payments exceptions, improve compliance, better project liquidity,
enable intelligent reporting and more.
Such a payments model makes for greater efficiency and agility,
simpler adaptation to new regulations with lower compliance cost,
increased economies of scale and operational efficiency and better
and faster delivery of new products to boost top-line growth.
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Another example is in collections and reconciliation. Through smart
API integration, banks can combine virtual accounts and receivables
reconciliation to give corporates automated, near real-time information
for more accurate cash positions and increased day sales outstanding.
Though blurring credit and debit offerings is still evolving, some
corporates need to view working capital positions beyond their
available cash. Credit lines, corporate card and trade finance
should be blended into their current account views. Such capabilities
require greater integration of payments and lending platforms,
ERP systems and channels.

Online platform
keeps bank client
connected
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A leading European bank developed an
online platform for its corporate clients
and employees to access its applications.
Through the multi-product, multi-channel,
one-stop-shop tool, users can stay connected
to what is important for them—cash/trade
finance transactions, FX trades execution,
investment portfolio monitoring, deposits and
so forth. The solution, which is customizable
for the client, is helping the bank increase
revenue and lower costs.
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3. Enrich the service, primarily with data

4. Extend the service

Advanced features added to base bank services can enhance
service to corporates. Some banks, for example, are offering
data security, confidentiality and fraud screening as products.
Analytics and consultative presentation of information (such as
“Factoring receivables is used by 75 percent of your peers as
a way of increasing working capital.”) is the key, particularly as
part of ecosystem powerplay. Or, consider that data lakes enable
personalized and advise-driven notifications on balances and
payments status of over multiple channels—SMS text, email,
WhatsApp messages, corporate portals and more. With real-time
payments and fund transfers between banks, corporates will be
able to manage cash in real-time. Citibank®’s Citi Alerting Service
is a good example of this.6

Banks should also focus more on selling new value-added
services around and across all payment types. These might
include data analytics, cashflow forecasting, open APIs or new
business services, such as CRM, supply chain management,
insurance and integrated payables and receivables. A corporate
mobile solution is a good use case here. Corporate mobile solutions
today are available in various areas—cash management, trade
services, customer administration, reconciliation, authentication,
operational support and more. Examples include the trade services
solution offered over mobile by HDFC Bank in India7 and the
HSBCnet mobile corporate banking platform.8
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Bank’s new
Corporate Liquidity
Management
product yields
revenue growth
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A Large Saudi Arabian bank wanted to expand its
offerings in the Corporate Liquidity Management
space to help its corporate clients achieve and
maintain healthy liquidity with the bank. Accenture
helped the bank plan, design and launch the new
solution. The bank can now add value to its corporate
customers’ product portfolio which is helping grow its
revenues in the corporate segment. Unlike the bank’s
prior Liquidity Management products which were
offered for free, the new advanced service is delivered
under an innovative pricing structure. Additionally, this
product portfolio improved the liquidity position of the
bank, given that the liquidity/consolidation remained
with the bank.

5. Provide a holistic, but modular proposition
Here, banks can create “packages” that suit commercial bank
customers’ needs across their financial value chain—from payables to
virtual cards and more (Figure 2). It means mastering the packaging
and provision of payments-related services while using specialist
talent and technology to keep overhead costs as low as possible.
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Figure 2. Example of card packages to meet corporates’ needs
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(mid-market, large corporate, Fortune 500 and multinational)
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Barclaycard’s Precisionpay is an evolution in
payment solutions. It is a secure, corporatelycontrolled virtual card that employees can
conveniently use online, over the phone or
embedded into corporate systems to make
valid purchases and payments to suppliers.
One dynamically-funded card is issued for and
uniquely linked to a specific purchase request,
using transaction dates and values. It easily
integrates with users’ existing purchasing
systems and automatic reconciliation of
purchases to payments allows efficient
cost allocation. Among other advantages,
corporates gain increased control of direct
and occasional purchases with new or irregular
suppliers, improved cash flow, faster and more
accurate billing and lower risk of fraud.

Even more future-looking services
Beyond these five key focus areas,
progressive banks will also explore
emerging technology to deliver better
corporate payments services and
improve trade ecosystems.

For example, growing numbers of banks are now investigating
the opportunities opened up by blockchain/distributed ledger
technologies (DLT). Their potential to enhance efficiency, trust,
transparency, reach and innovation in several areas of financial
services—including payments—is too great to ignore. HSBC,
for instance, recently tested its new blockchain-based platform,
“FX Everywhere,” by settling three million foreign exchange
transactions worth up to $250 billion.10 Ripple expects that major
banks will soon use its xRapid blockchain solution (that uses a
digital currency known as XRP) to manage their liquidity when
trying to send money to emerging markets.11 While no implemented
real-time payment scheme is yet using DLT or cryptocurrency as its
core component, banks should take ahead of the curve on viable
deployment of these technologies in payments.
Digital identification is another area payment providers should
master to better serve corporate clients. Biometric, biographic,
mobile Know Your Customer and other multi-factor authentication
technologies can address the rise in payment fraud and meet
clients’ expectations for banks to help them to keep the customer
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experience secure. Banks will need to embed such
technologies into their payments solutions and help
corporates define how digital identification and verification
will help them achieve their business objectives.
Lastly, industry- and country-specific services offer banks
an opportunity to find new distinction and revenue growth
within commercial banking. Success requires banks to
gain a much deeper understanding of their commercial
bank customers—from specific business terminology and
revenue cycles to unique payable and receivable challenges.
An industrial products company, for example, has different
cash patterns than a jewelry wholesaler. With that intimate
knowledge, banks can tailor their products, services and
interactions to an industry or market.
Banks will want to have a center-stage position when
and where payments industry developments continue
to take hold.
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Bringing it all together:
corporate portals
One-stop shops for corporates is a way for banks to welcome
clients into the bank in an innovative way where they gain access
to all products and services through one platform or portal. This is
an integrated digital platform that presents the corporate customer
with a single view of all their banking services and activities,
preferably supported by multi-channel access and a seamless user
experience across web, mobile devices and offline channels, such
as file transfers. These portals need to operate 24/7 and provide
continuously up-to-date information that is made available in
real-time. Examples include CitiDirect BE and Barclays’ iPortal.
Banks and their commercial clients are looking to integrate
corporate portals with digital corporate processes to help maximize
the connectivity and integration between corporate ERP systems
and banks’ infrastructure. A lot of effort is required to combine what
is typically stagnant, obsolete and disparate systems for each Cash
Management service, free them from legacy technology and decouple
the IT architecture. With this in mind, corporate portals often include
tiered dashboards at the enterprise level and then product/business
16
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level, together with CFO/CEO-focused decision-making tools
and applications in areas like customer administration, reporting,
reconciliation and operational support (Figure 3). Corporate portals
can also support greater cross-sell of products and make it easier
to roll out new and enhanced digital services.
Figure 3. Corporate portal application architecture
Corporate portal
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Regional payment systems
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Global FX & cash bundle

Structured products

Channel access (APIs,
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Global FX pricing & booking

Corporates portal
heightens bank’s
competitive
advantage
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A leading Italian Banking Group sought
to offer a new digital corporate experience
via an online portal solution. Its global
vision included a corporate portal as its
clients’ single point of access to multiple
products and services and a new e-Banking
solution. With help from Accenture, the bank
achieved its aim and rolled out a scalable
corporate portal approach that services global
and local needs. It also filled the main gaps
with bank’s international competitor around
a digital corporate offering.

Accenture can help banks
win in corporate payments
Powering payments innovation in an ever-changing landscape.
• Leading global advisor in the payments space with deep
industry expertise and unmatched capabilities, scale and
experience in helping payments stakeholders—from the
boardroom and C-suite to the back-office—create solutions
to enhance the end-customer experience.
• Global foot print with more than 5,000 payments advisors
and payments systems integration specialists working to put
banks, payments providers and other players on the leading
edge of payments.
• End-to-end delivery capability from strategy to execution,
collaborating to design and build the corporate payments
ecosystems that best serve commercial clients and adapt
to their changing needs.
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• Integrated digital business and technology services, spanning
customer experience, connected products and systems and
intelligent data analytics, to help banks redefine how they serve
connected customers and operate their connected ecosystems.
• Strong partnerships with key payments vendors while staying
vendor-agnostic, which contributes to our strong track record
of successfully delivering payment programs.

It’s action time
Market dynamics are driving banks to
adapt their corporate payments offerings
to meet new expectations of commercial
customers for more speed, convenience
and value.
Even amidst fintech and other non-bank competitors, banks still have
inherent competitive advantages in the commercial banking space: the
Relationship Manager, pricing strategies and risk management prowess.
Banks can exploit this advantage, empowering Relationship
Managers with digital tools to differentiate themselves and
linking pricing to customer lifetime value to better deliver against
corporates’ expectations and integrate themselves into clients’ value
chains. If banks don’t move quickly enough to seize this opportunity,
then newcomer competitors will do it first—thus relegating banks
to back-office utilities, running accounts for others’ front-office
payments offerings.
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